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Snoop Dogg OG diamonds by SunMed Labs are the winter dabs you have been waiting for. 
This warm and effervescent extract offers the perfect snuggle-weather high as it mellows, 
relaxes and calms. Perfect for curling up on a couch and highly effective for addressing pain and 
anxiety symptoms, the Snoop Dogg OG most definitely packs a potent punch. 

SunMed Labs has produced some absolutely gigantic diamonds, slathered in a delicious sauce that leans 
towards the heavy side of the terpene spectrum. Over five percent myrcene followed by limonene, caryophyllene 
and linalool, the Snoop Dogg OG promises to deliver for the heady dabber.

It is also important to note the relatively large amounts of humulene, fenchol, terpineol, camphene and 
bisabolol – which temper this concentrate and give it some of its nuanced aroma and flavor. The genetics are 
supposedly a closely guarded secret, but it is rumored to be a cross incorporating Lemon OG and Sour Diesel, 
however the exact lineage is anyone’s guess. Whatever the genetics are, the mysterious cross combined with 
some of the more rare terpenes makes it a dab for connoisseurs and patients alike. There is a muted tart aroma 
– almost as if a sour lemonade got mixed into a creamy sherbet – smooth, but pronouncedly sour citrus. 

The headspace is very mellow and relaxed, but still functional. I can feel every toke work its way throughout my 
body, gently easing my aches and pains while lulling me into a beautifully heady state of mind. The lemon notes 
are extremely pronounced on the exhale and the flavor of the dab is quite smooth. It is always amazing to hit a 
dab and not even think about coughing and the SunMed Labs team really hit the mark with these Snoop Dogg 
OG diamonds. Everyone should give them a taste this winter!SUNMEDGROWERS.COM

@SUNMED.LABS

75.6% THCA
5.45% MYRCENE
3.79% LIMONENE
2.61% CARYOPHYLLENE
1.58% LINALOOL
1.27% HUMULENE
1.34% PINENE
.51% FENCHOL
.34% TERPINEOL
.21% CAMPHENE
.13% BISABOLOL
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“Some absolutely 
gigantic diamonds, 

slathered in a 
delicious sauce that 
leans towards the 
heavy side of the 

terpene spectrum.”


